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knut wicksell cato encyclopedia - george mason university - knut wicksell (december 20, 1851 -may 3,
1926) in any ranking of economists who were active between 1850 and 1950, knut wicksell would surely
appear in the top ten. johan gustav knut wicksell 1851-1926 john maynard keynes ... - knut wicksell
1851-1926 wicksell studied with interruptions, took a degree in mathematics (1875, 1885) and later in
economics (1895), followed by doctoral degree 1896 (and later also wicksell, johan gustav knut
(1851-1926) - springer - 742 wicksell, johan gustav knut he merely translated into algebraic form results
which others had previously expressed in non-mathematical fisher and wicksell on money: a
reconstructed conversation - irving fisher (1867-1947) and knut wicksell (1851-1926) were arguably the
two dominant figures in the field of monetary macroeconomics at the beginning of the 20th century (see e.g.
laidler 1991; blanchard 2000). knut wicksell - nbs - knut wicksell was born on 20th december 1851 in
stockholm. his mot-her died when he was seven,and he also lost his father when he was 15. after the death of
his parents,knut and his sib-lings lived with relatives. his inheritance from his father was enough to cover the
cost of his education. young wicksell showed an interest in the study of langu-ages and mathematics. in spite
of the fact that ... wicksell, cassel and the idea of involuntary unemployment - cassel (1864-1944) and
knut wicksell (1851-1926), respectively. in public lectures given in public lectures given between 1901 and
1907, they put forward classifications of unemployment that also included knut wicksell, gustav cassel, eli
heckscher, bertil ohlin ... - knut wicksell is considered sweden’s foremost economic theorist of all time. he
was a great innovator in economic theory, principally monetary
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